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Abstract. A novel signal processing algorithm for quantifying struc-
tural disorder in biological tissue using second harmonic generation
�SHG� imaging is described. Both the magnitude and the pattern of
disorder in collagenous tissues can be determined with this method.
Mathematical models are used to determine the range of disordered
states over which the algorithm can be used, because highly disor-
dered biological samples do not generate second harmonic signals.
The method is validated by measuring disorder in heated fascicles
using SHG and showing that results are significantly correlated with
morphometric determination. Applicability of the method to tissue
pathology is demonstrated by analysis of a mouse model of interver-
tebral disk injury. Disks were subjected to tensile or compressive
forces in vivo for one week. Structural disorder in the annulus fibrosus
was measured by SHG scanning and by standard morphometric
analysis. Values for disorder obtained by SHG scanning were signifi-
cantly correlated with values obtained by morphometry �p�0.001�.
Quantitation of disorder using SHG offers significant advantages over
morphometric determination. Data obtained in this study suggest that
this method can be used to discriminate between reversible and irre-
versible tissue damage. © 2007 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction

ver the past five years there has been growing interest in
iomedical imaging based on the nonlinear optical properties
f target tissues and molecules. Such methods include
econd1,2 and third harmonic generation,3 sum frequency
eneration,4–6 and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering.7,8

econd harmonic generation �SHG� imaging has several fea-
ures that make it attractive for biological applications: it is
ondestructive, noninvasive, and rapid enough for real-time
hree-dimensional �3D� scanning. Because the signal arises
rom the intrinsic optical properties of the component macro-
olecules rather than from dyes or contrast agents, the signal-

o-noise ratio is excellent. SHG imaging appears particularly
uited for analyzing the structural organization of biological
acromolecules. Collagen,9,10 myosin,11 and tubulin12—three

f the most widely distributed structural biomolecules in
igher life forms—are all noncentrosymmetric molecules ca-
able of SHG. Furthermore more, these molecules are orga-
ized into complex assemblies whose chiral nature at the su-
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5817. Tel: �916� 762-9621; Fax: �866� 769-1452; E-mail:

mreiser@ucdavis.edu
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pramolecular level most likely contributes to the magnitude of
the SHG signal.

Collagen, the most abundant protein in most organisms,
produces an exceptionally strong SHG signal; its hyperpolar-
izability is reported to be within an order of magnitude of that
of crystalline quartz.13 Although SHG was first observed in
collagenous tissue almost 50 years ago, significant work on
the relationship between collagen structure and SHG was not
reported until the seminal studies of Roth and Freund.14,15

Since then, we and others have reported on the use of SHG
scanning to obtain structural information about collagenous
tissues.16,17 There has been particular interest in determining
how SHG can be used to analyze fundamental properties of
microfibril structure and organization.

In the present study, we report on a novel signal analysis
method in which we use polarization-modulated SHG �PM-
SHG� to quantify the level of structural disorder in collag-
enous tissues. We identify two independent parameters related
to the structural organization derived from SHG scan data and
define a “disorder index” as a function of these parameters.
We validate this method through detailed correlative studies
of heat-induced disorder in a rat tail tendon fascicle, a model
we have previously described.18 We measure disorder in this
1083-3668/2007/12�6�/064019/17/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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odel in two ways: �1� by applying our algorithm to SHG
can data and �2� by morphometric analysis. Correlation be-
ween these methods was excellent. We show that our method
an be applied to the analysis of pathological changes in
tructurally complex tissues by assessing disorder in injured
ntervertebral disks. We use an in vivo model of disk loading
eveloped by one of us �J.L.�; this model has been extensively
haracterized with respect to biomechanical, histochemical,
nd immunochemical properties.7,8 In the present study, we
erformed SHG scanning on tissue sections prepared from the
riginal tissue blocks; we compared SHG-derived values for
isorder with values obtained by morphometric analysis.9 Our
ata show that PM-SHG analysis represents a robust analyti-
al method that is not affected by potentially confounding
onditions, and that measurement of disorder represents a use-
ul approach for discriminating between normal and abnormal
issue. To our knowledge, this is the first report of a method in
hich the degree of structural disorder, determined by SHG,

s used to define both the extent and severity of tissue pathol-
gy. In this context, the physical meaning of disorder as a
hase state subtends the more general meaning of disorder as
pathological condition.

Experimental Setup
.1 Analysis of SHG Scan Data
e were interested in developing an analytical method sensi-

ive to regional variations in levels of disorder. We therefore
elected a “nearest neighbor” strategy for analyzing SHG scan
ata. Data acquired during a scan are stored in two matrices
epresenting signal intensity and polarization angle of maxi-
um signal, respectively. The intensity matrix is used to de-
ne a floor value applied to both data sets; the angle data are

hen used to assess structural order in each 3�3 pixel
neighborhood.” Each pixel, excluding those in the first and
ast rows and columns, is analyzed in the context of its own
ine-pixel neighborhood, in which it occupies the central po-
ition. We do not need to know specific physical correlates—
hat is, the number of molecules in the area represented by a
ixel or the hierarchical level of organization—to analyze the
tructural relationships inferred from the orientation data. This
ssue has been explicitly addressed by Roth and Freund.9 Or-
er in a type I collagen lattice presupposes parallel alignment
f its components: this state is shown schematically in Fig.
�a�. Although an ordered state is energetically favorable, its
tability depends on the particular confluence of mechanical
nfluences, stochastic influences, and genomic programs oc-
urring locally.19,20 Under disordering conditions, the relation-
hip between the index pixel and its neighbors may change.

ild disorder is shown in Fig. 1�b�: only two neighbors are
ot parallel to the index pixel, and their deviation from paral-
el alignment is relatively small. Severe disorder is shown in
ig. 1�c�: no neighbor is parallel to the index pixel, and the
agnitude of their deviation is large. In some cases, lack of

lignment with the index pixel does not represent disorder. In
ig. 1�d�, several nonparallel neighbors represent the bound-
ry of a region whose components have a different orienta-
ion. This condition is identified by an edge detection algo-
ithm, described below.

Analysis of data from earlier studies suggested that in most

issues disorder can be characterized as a function of two

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064019-
parameters: �1� the magnitude of the index pixel’s mean de-
viation from parallel alignment with its neighbors, and �2� the
number of nonparallel neighbors. In the present study, we
refer to the first parameter as the angle index �AI� and the
second parameter as the neighbor index �NI�. The magnitude
of AI for a given index pixel is expressed as the sum of the
differences in the orientation of the index pixel and that of
each of its neighbors normalized to n, the number of neigh-
bors used in the computation �i.e., excluding neighbors that
represent the boundary of another region�. The definition of
AI is shown in Eq. �1�

AI = �1

n
��

i=1

n

��� − �i�� , �1�

where � is the angle of the index pixel expressed in radians
and � is the angle of the i’the nearest neighbor pixel ex-
pressed in radians. A neighbor is defined as nonparallel if the
difference between its orientation angle and that of the index
pixel is greater than an empirically determined threshold
value. We determine the threshold value for each type of tis-
sue to be analyzed from SHG scans of samples defined as
“controls:” we determine the value for the mean difference in
the orientation angles of all pairs of adjacent pixels in each
row and each column and set the threshold value as two stan-
dard deviations of the mean difference value.

The neighbor index �NI� is defined as the total number of

Fig. 1 Patterns of disorder in nine-element neighborhoods. A neigh-
borhood consists of a 3�3 array of matrix elements; the central ele-
ment is designated as the index element. Panels �a� to �d� represent
patterns of neighborhood organization when the matrix elements con-
sist of SHG angle data. �a� Maximally ordered neighborhood in which
all elements are parallel to the index element. �b� Neighborhood with
low level of disorder: only two elements are not parallel to the index
element and their deviation from parallel orientation is minimal. �c�
Neighborhood with high level of disorder: most neighbors are not
parallel to the index element; the magnitude of their deviation is high.
�d� Mixed neighborhood: three of the elements �elements 1, 4, and 6�
that are not parallel to the index element are part of a boundary and
therefore do not contribute to disorder. Only element �2� is not paral-
lel to any other element. There are five valid neighbors.
nonparallel neighbors, excluding neighbors that are part of a

November/December 2007 � Vol. 12�6�2
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oundary. Boundaries need to be identified, because many
issues contain well-defined components whose orientation
ngles differ from each other; for example, lamellar rings in
ntervertebral disks contain fibrils whose orientation differs
rom that of fibrils in neighboring rings by 120 deg. Our
nalysis program therefore includes the ability to recognize
oth straight and curved boundaries. Edges are determined by
regional variant of Canny edge detection. Two conditions
ust be met for a nearest neighbor to be defined as part of an

dge: �1� the angle difference between the nearest neighbor
nd each of two adjacent pixels on either the horizontal or
ertical axis is less than the threshold value; �2� the angle
ifference between the index pixel and the nearest neighbor is
reater than the threshold. Curved boundaries are detected by
xamining the orientation of pixels on a diagonal axis in re-
ation to the index pixel. Figure 1�d� illustrates a neighbor-
ood in which the index pixel lies next to a boundary; the
eighborhood contains only one nonexcluded neighbor �pixel
� that is not parallel.

Although we define the degree of “order” for a neighbor-
ood as a function of two independent parameters �AI and
I�, it is useful to express disorder as a single value for con-
enience in graphic representation. To define such a term, we
rst need to determine the relationship between NI and AI and
hether or not it remains consistent in different tissues as well

s under different conditions of disorder. Analyses of random
atrices showed that the ratio of NI to AI approaches the

alue of 3.50 with increasingly smaller standard deviations as
he matrices increase in size �Table 1�. Similar values were
ound in tendon and disk samples. We also found that the
I/AI ratio remained consistent in rat tail tendon samples

cross a wide range of disordered states �see Sec. 3�. Assum-
ng that the angle index and the neighbor index contribute
qually to the overall state of disorder, we define the disorder
ndex, referred to as ANI, as the sum of NI and 3.5 times the
alue of AI

ANI = NI + 3.5�AI� . �2�

A disorder map, obtained by plotting the value of ANI for
ach pixel �excluding the outer scan pixels�, provides infor-
ation about regional distribution of disorder. If we want to

ompare samples with respect to disorder, we can easily com-
ute the mean disorder for the whole scan �the sum of the
isorder values for each pixel divided by the number of pixels
nalyzed�. However, if the pattern of disorder in a tissue is
eterogeneous or the tissue is structurally complex, we may
ant to determine mean disorder values for smaller regions of

he scan in order to assess intrasample as well as intersample
ariability.

When we compare groups of scans with respect to their
evel of disorder, we are primarily interested in determining
hether or not differences between the groups are statistically

ignificant. Do the values for the indices of disorder have any
ntrinsic meaning? To impute physical meaning to the values
or disorder, we need to express them in relation to a common
rame of reference. The disorder index for a maximally disor-
ered system is a logical choice. We cannot determine this
alue in a biological sample, because no SHG signal would be
etectable.21 We can, however, construct a mathematical

odel that simulates the signal of a completely disordered

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064019-
collagenous array. To do this, we generate a random number
matrix whose elements extend over � radians �the range of
angles in the SHG data set� and compute its disorder indices.
Values for disorder indices obtained in biological samples are
normalized to the maximum values obtained in the random
number matrix. If we designate the term ANImax as the mean
value for the disorder index in a maximally disordered sys-
tem, the computational procedure for determining the mean
disorder index, ANI, for a sample whose scan region is j�k
pixels in size is summarized in Eq. �3�

ANI =
1

ANImax

1

jk
��

p=1

j

�
q=1

k

ANIp,q� . �3�

These equations are implemented in a program originally
written in C for this purpose and subsequently incorporated
into a MATLAB m-file.

Since completing the experiments reported in this study,
we have considered an alternative method of determining ANI
that eliminates the potential problems inherent in the use of a
“scaling factor,” which cannot be assumed to be valid for all
tissues or under all conditions. We propose that AI and NI be
expressed relative to the values of these parameters in a maxi-
mally disordered pixel. We can determine these values by
applying our analytical methods to large random number ma-

Table 1 Effects of matrix size on variance of mean values of disorder
indices in random number models.a

Size �pixels� Index Mean±SD

10�10 ANI 6.003±0.148

AI 0.955±0.161

NI 2.797±0.054

25�25 ANI 7.697±0.068

AI 0.931±0.055

NI 3.331±0.028

50�50 ANI 7.842±0.043

AI 0.991±0.048

NI 3.390±0.006

100�100 ANI 7.874±0.007

AI 1.041±0.048

NI 3.48±0.005

500�500 ANI 7.877±0.002

AI 1.046±0.008

NI 3.50±0.005
aRandom number arrays were generated in MATLAB as described in the text.
Array size ranged from 10�10 elements to 500�500 elements. The indices of
disorder were determined in five matrices of each size; mean values and stan-
dard deviation �SD� are shown.
trices and determining maximum values for AI and NI in the

November/December 2007 � Vol. 12�6�3
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espective data sets. The value for ANI is defined as the av-
rage of AI and NI. The mean value for ANI over a given scan
egion �Eq. �3�� is also simplified as it no longer requires
ormalization to ANImax.

.2 Preparation of Samples
e applied our analytical method to three types of samples:

1� mathematical models, �2� rat tail tendon fascicles exposed
o heat, and �3� intervertebral disks subjected to loading in
ivo. Preparation of each of these is described below.

.2.1 Mathematical models of structural disorder
e used mathematical models for developing and testing spe-

ific capabilities of our computational method. Random num-
er matrices were used to model fibrillar arrays representing
ifferent degres of disorder so that we could examine the
ehavior of our computational method over the spectrum of
rder to disorder. Matrices of differing dimensions were cre-
ted, ranging from 10�10 pixels to 500�500 pixels, al-
owing us to examine the relationship between matrix size and
recision of results. Matrices were created in MATLAB

MATLAB, version 7.1.4, Mathworks, Inc., Natick, Massachu-
etts�, using the default pseudorandom number generator, a
odified version of Marsaglia’s Subtract-with-Borrow

lgorithm.22 For each array size, five random number matrices
ere generated from different initialization conditions. The

ntervals constraining the generated values were defined by
he upper and lower limits for phase data; in our present setup,
hese values are −90 deg���90 deg.

We constructed models designed to simulate homogeneous
nd heterogeneous patterns of disorder of varying severity,
atterns of disorder preferentially affecting one of the inde-
endent variables more than the other, and disorder character-
zed by abrupt transitions. We also created models simulating
tructurally complex tissues, such as the intervertebral disk.
hese models were designed to test our method’s ability to

ecognize both straight and curved boundaries separating re-
ions with differing fibrillar orientations. Models were con-
tructed in ADOBE PHOTOSHOP 7.0 or ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR

0.0 and digitized using NIH IMAGE �version 1.6, open source
oftware with extensive image-processing capabilities, http://
sb.info.nih.gov/nih-image/�. The images were exported as
ext files suitable for analysis in MATLAB and CODEWARRIOR.

.2.2 Heat-induced disorder in fascicles
ased on studies reported in detail by us previously,1,21,23 we

elected controlled heating of a rat tail tendon fascicle as a
seful in vitro tissue model of matrix disorganization. The
rocedure for heating fascicles has been described in detail.24

riefly, fascicles were dissected from tail tendons of normal
dult rats �Fischer, 250 to 300 g� that had been stored at
80 °C. Previous studies have shown that storage at −80 °C
oes not affect SHG signal. Samples were heated in normal
aline in microfuge tubes in a heating block, which allowed
recise control over temperature. In this study, we used two
emperatures, 56 °C and 58 °C, and heated samples for 10,
0, or 60 min. Three to five fascicles were prepared in each
roup. The actual number of samples subjected to analysis is
iven in Sec. 3. All samples were allowed to return to room

emperature before SHG scanning. Samples were placed on

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064019-
glass slides under coverslips for scanning. Photomicroscopy
of samples was obtained before and after heating.

2.2.3 Intervertebral disks subjected to in vivo loading
Serial sections of mouse disks were prepared from tissue
blocks obtained from a model of mouse disk injury that has
been described in detail previously.25,26 Briefly, percutaneous
steel pins were inserted through the 9th and 10th caudal ver-
tebral bodies of 12-week-old Swiss Webster mice such that
the pins were oriented perpendicular to the axis of the tail. A
compressive force of 1.7 N was exerted on one side of the
disk by attaching a calibrated elastic band between the pins;
the contralateral side was subjected to tensile loading. There
were five mice in each group. After one week, the mice were
sacrificed; the intervertebral disks were either fixed in
paraformaldehyde and embedded in paraffin or subjected to
biomechanical testing. In the present study, 5-�m serial sec-
tions were mounted on glass slides and deparaffinized. Sec-
tions were not stained. Structural disorder was analyzed in the
inner and outer lamellar rings using morphometric analysis
and SHG scanning.

2.3 Optical Setup

2.3.1 PM-SHG imaging
Our optical setup has been described in detail in recent
publications.17,18,27 Briefly, a Ti:sapphire modelocked laser
�Tsunami, SpectralPhysics, Mountain View, California was
used to generate linearly polarized 	200-fs pulses at a wave-
length of 860 nm, with a maximum energy of 5 nJ, and at a
repetition rate of 79 MHz. The polarization direction of the
linearly polarized input beam was rotated at a 1.5-kHz rate
with an electro-optic modulator 
�EOM� Model 360-80,
Conoptics, Danbury, Connecticut� and quarter-wave plate
�Babinet-Soleil compensator, Karl Lambrecht Corporation,
Chicago, Illinois�. The degree of rotation is directly propor-
tional to the applied voltage. The beam was focused onto the
sample by a long working distance microscope objective
�100�, numeric aperture �NA�=0.7, 6.35-mm working dis-
tance, Mitutoyo, Aurora, Illinois� to a measured beam waist of
	1.5 �m. The configuration of our laser setup remained con-
stant for all scans: all samples were analyzed using an inci-
dent beam wavelength of 860 nm, a time constant of 3 ms,
and a scan step distance of 1.5 �m. All scans were performed
under identical conditions of ambient light: a basement room
with room lights turned off. All scans were performed in
transmission mode, that is, using forward-scattered light.

2.3.2 Data capture and display
The data obtained from a two-dimensional �2D� scan are
stored in the form of two 2D matrices. Each data point in the
first matrix represents the mean signal intensity of the corre-
sponding pixel. The second matrix contains the phase data:
each data point represents the mean phase shift �averaged
over the area of the pixel� at which the maximum second
harmonic signal was detected. It is often useful to present the
phase data in the form of a vector map, a graphical display
that allows us to visualize the pattern of fibrillar orientation in
the tissue being scanned. Vector maps are generated with an
adaptation of the quiver program in MATLAB. After converting

the data into radians, a vector plot for a given data set D is

November/December 2007 � Vol. 12�6�4
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enerated by the following command: “quiver�sin�D�,
cos�D�, 1, ‘.k’�, axis ij.” The lines are of a uniform length
ithout arrowheads. For large data sets, it is advisable to re-
uce the number of data points before generating a quiver
ap.

.3.3 Characterization of the beam
o avoid potential sources of error, we characterized the po-

arization state of the excitation beam at the sample to ensure
hat the intensity of the modulated light does not vary with the
olarization angle and that the light remains linearly polar-
zed. The incident light polarization theoretically varies be-
ween 0 and 180 deg as it passes through the EOM as the
awtooth wave is applied to it. To characterize intensity at
ifferent polarization angles, a Glan-Taylor polarizer is placed
ehind the collecting microscope objective and the light trans-
itted by the polarizer is collected using a photodiode. The

oltage across the EOM is varied to adjust the polarization
ngle from 0 to 360 deg in 5-deg increments, and the light
ollected by the photodiode is recorded for each of the 72
ngles. The Glan-Taylor polarizer is then rotated to a different
ngle and the procedure is repeated. To determine if light
ntensity remains constant at different polarization angles, the
hotodiode signal is plotted as a function of the polarization
ngle and compared to the theoretical curve. For a perfect
olarizer, the transmitted light intensity as a function of po-
arization angle is described by the equation

I � I + cos�2�� , �1��

here � is the polarization angle. The theoretical and experi-
ental curves showed excellent agreement at all angles

ested, indicating that light intensity did not vary significantly
ith polarization angle. We then assessed the linear polariza-

ion of the light by determining the extinction coefficient �i.e.,
he ratio of the maximum intensity value to the minimum
alue�. The larger the extinction coefficient, the higher the
ercentage of linearly polarized light. Because the electric
eld is proportional to the square root of the intensity, an
xtinction coefficient of 100 means that 10% of the electric
eld is polarized orthogonal to the nominal polarization direc-

ion. In our setup, we obtained extinction coefficients between
00 and 850 for different orientations of the polarizer, corre-
ponding to ellipticities of 3.5 to 6%. The variability in ellip-
icity is likely due to small fluctuations in the minimum sig-
al.

We have previously conducted detailed studies addressing
otentially confounding variables capable of affecting SHG
can data; such variables include the effects of tissue proper-
ies, such as thickness, birefringence, and dispersion, and the
ffects of beam properties, such as spot size, Rayleigh range,
nd Gouy phase.1,21,23 For example, we have specifically
hown that for samples sectioned at 5 �m the effects of bire-
ringence on the magnitude of intensity are minimal and have
o effect on polarization dependence. Dispersion effects are
lso minimal: for forward-scattered light, the coherence
ength is approximately 7 �m, and our samples are sectioned
t 4 to 5 �m. We have also reported on a detailed study of the
elationship between SHG magnitude, depth of focus, and
ayleigh range of the beam.21 We have also conducted studies
n which we conducted simultaneous forward-scattered and

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064019-
backscattered PM-SHG imaging of several different tissue
samples.16 Based on these earlier studies, we have selected
appropriate experimental conditions for the present study that
are unlikely to produce anomalous effects.

2.4 Histomorphometric Analysis of Disorder in
Biological Tissues

2.4.1 Photomicroscopy

Photomicrographs were obtained as previously described;27

briefly, digital photomicrographs were obtained using a Nikon
Lab-Phot2 microscope equipped with a digital camera �Pax-
camera, MIS, Inc., Villa Park, Illinois�. Images were acquired
using ADOBE PHOTOSHOP 6.0 and saved as tagged image file
format �TIFF� files. For histomorphometric analysis images
were converted to grayscale images in ADOBE PHOTOSHOP

�version 7.0, Adobe, San Jose, California� and saved as TIFF
files. The TIFF files were then processed using NIH IMAGE

�version 1.6�. We prepared binary images from grayscale im-
ages using a stepwise procedure: �1� threshold definition by
block analysis, �2� binarization, and �3� preparation of a ref-
erence binary image in which the edges of the structural fea-
tures of interest were defined using the Canny edge detection
algorithm. The reference image was used to guide optimiza-
tion of the iterative thresholding algorithm applied to the
grayscale image. The final binary image was digitized in NIH
IMAGE and exported as a text file.

2.4.2 Computer analysis of binary images

We used the method of mean intercept length �MIL� analysis
to measure structural disorder in photomicrographs of tissue
as described by Whitehouse.28 The mean intercept length L
per unit area of image for a grid of parallel lines oriented at
angle � with respect to the image is defined as

L��� =
S

1

2��
i=1

g

	/n� , �4�

where S is the percentage of unit area occupied by the sample
being analyzed, g is the number of lines in grid, and 	 is the
number of intercepts measured on a given grid line. The value
for S is determined using NIH IMAGE after the image has been
thresholded, as described above. The MIL analytical method
was applied to the image text files using an algorithm written
in MATLAB for this purpose. We examined the effect of sev-
eral analytical parameters reported to affect the reproducibil-
ity and discriminatory ability of the assay: the number of grid
lines per unit area, the number of radians between the grid
angles, and the total number of analyses conducted per
sample. Ellipse curve fitting was performed on the data in
MATLAB using least-squares analysis. The degree of pattern
isotropy was expressed as the ratio of the minor axis of the
ellipse to the major axis. This value approaches 1 as the pat-
tern becomes increasingly isotropic: that is, there is no pre-
ferred orientation of the projected boundaries. A polar plot of

such data will resemble a circle rather than an ellipse.

November/December 2007 � Vol. 12�6�5
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.5 Statistical Analysis
ll statistical analyses of results were performed using
TATVIEW 5.1 �Abacus Concepts, Berkeley, California�. Lin-
ar and nonlinear regression analyses were used to analyze
elationships among dependent and independent variables.

odel quality was assessed using coefficients of determina-
ion and regression analysis of variance �ANOVA� tables. Re-
iduals were analyzed by plotting residuals versus fitted val-
es and residuals versus independent variables. Differences
etween experimental and control groups were assessed by
NOVA, using Fischer’s protected least significant difference

PLSD� for post hoc analysis. Significance was set at p
0.05. Kendall’s tau beta was used for nonparametric analy-

is if it could not be determined that data had a normal distri-
ution.

Results
.1 Mathematical Models
e generated random number matrices to test the behavior of

ur computational method when used to assess samples in a
tate of maximum disorder. The SHG signal becomes unde-
ectable before maximum disorder is reached in biological
amples. We analyzed random number matrices of different
imensions using our disorder algorithm; in these matrices,
he mean values for the three parameters of disorder represent
he values characteristic of a maximally disordered system.

e therefore append the subscript max to their designation.
alues for AImax, NImax, and ANImax are shown in Table 1. As
escribed in Sec. 2.1, we normalized mean values for disorder
btained in biological samples to these values. Thus, the value
or ANI in a biological sample tells us what percent of maxi-
um possible disorder is present in the scanned region of the

ample.
Our algorithm is designed to recognize edges: the bound-

ries that occur in normal tissues between regions whose
omponents differ in orientation. For example, intervertebral
isks comprise 10 to 12 lamellar rings: the orientation of
brils within any given ring are offset by 120 deg from the
rientation of fibrils in the two adjacent rings. We have incor-
orated a simple edge detection algorithm that recognizes or-
anized orientation shifts that about the index pixel. We tested
ur algorithm in models containing straight boundaries as
ell as curved boundaries simulating the geometry of lamellar

ings and confirmed its ability to recognize these features
data not shown�.

Models were constructed to simulate different patterns of
isorder. Figure 2�a� shows the orientation map of a model of
eterogeneous disorder: a large, ordered region contains a
mall, central disordered region. A homogeneous pattern is
hown in Fig. 2�c�. Every pixel has one or more deviant
eighbors; the magnitude of the angle deviation for all pixels
s relatively low. Disorder maps for the two models are shown
n Figs. 2�b� and 2�d�. The mean value for disorder �ANI� in
he model of heterogeneous disorder is 14.6: this value repre-
ents the mean value for the pixels in both the ordered outer
egion and the disordered central region. The value for ANI in
he homogeneous model of disorder, shown in Fig. 2�d�, is
6.1. Although the values for ANI are similar in the two mod-

ls, values for AI and NI are not. The model of homogeneous

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064019-
disorder has a low value for AI coupled with a relatively high
NI, but the model of heterogeneous disorder has the reverse.
These differences are reflected in the values for the ratio of
these two indices: the ratio is 1.02 in heterogeneous disorder
and 0.21 in homogeneous disorder. Thus, the ratio of AI to NI
may be useful in discriminating between different patterns of
disorder.

3.2 Heat-Induced Disorder in Fascicles
Rat tail tendon fascicles undergo a predictable sequence of
changes during heat-induced structural disorganization, with
initial changes detectable at the tips of the fascicles and pro-
gressing axially. The effects of heating on the SHG signal are
shown in Fig. 3: after 10-min exposure to 58 °C, the outer-
most fibrils on the fascicle tip show a marked decrease in
signal intensity, but have not yet separated into divergent
bundles 
Fig. 3�a��; after 20 min, the region of decreased
SHG signal has extended axially, and discrete fibril bundles
can be seen fanning out 
Fig. 3�c��. Disorder maps are shown
in Figs. 3�b� and 3�d�. After 10-min heating, note how the

Fig. 2 Comparison of two models of disorder. Two models represent-
ing different patterns of disorder were constructed in MATLAB. �a� Het-
erogeneous disorder was simulated by constructing a small, highly
disordered region within a large, ordered region. The small disordered
region in panel �a� was constructed with a random number generator
set to include the range of possible angles present in a SHG data set.
The graphic representation in panel �a� was generated with the
MATLAB quiver function. �b� Disorder map of the model in panel �a�,
obtained by plotting the value for ANI for each pixel. The mean value
for disorder �ANI� for the whole panel �ordered plus disordered re-
gion� is 14.6. �c� Orientation map of a model of homogeneous disor-
der, constructed with a random number generator encompassing only
20-deg angle variation. All pixels are surrounded by nonparallel
neighbors, but the magnitude of deviation is small. �d� Disorder map
of same region. �ANI� is similar in the two models—however, the ratio
of the independent parameters AI and NI is very different �1.02 versus
0.21�.
regions of detectable disorder are confined to the outer rims of
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he fascicle tips and the outer edges. In contrast, disorder after
0-min heating has extended across the entire tip.

Photomicrographs were obtained of fasicles heated for 20
r 40 min �data not shown� that corresponded to the regions
sed for SHG scans. Scans were selected in which there were
rogressive changes in SHG signal and in disorder along the
ength of the scan. Morphometric analysis was performed on
ircular regions, 100 �m in diameter, at intervals of 150 �m,
ith the initial region representing the least damaged area. A

otal of four separate fascicles was used. The images were
inarized and disorder was analyzed using the method of MIL
etermination. Data are expressed as the aspect ratio of the
llipse best fitted to the data. Typical results are shown in Fig.
�a�; changes in SHG signal intensity over the same region of
he fascicle are shown in Fig. 4�b�. Note that intensity pro-
ressively decreases as the aspect ratio increases. Changes in
he disorder index for the same scan are shown in Fig. 4�b-2�.
isorder increases as signal decreases. To examine correla-

ions between aspect ratio data and the SHG parameters, mean
HG values were obtained in the regions of the scan corre-
ponding to the regions used for MIL detection. The mean
alues for the SHG indices of disorder and for the correspond-
ng aspect ratios are summarized in Table 2. Control values
re also shown in the table. Correlations between the aspect

ig. 3 Heat-induced disorder in rat tail tendon fascicle. Progressive ch
ntensity, 10-min heating: note SHG intensity is decreased only at the
HG disorder map �ANI values�, 10-min heating: disorder is detectable
n parallel orientation of fibrils are associated with regions of detectabl
ecreased across the entire tip, not just at the edges, as fibril bund
etectable across the tip, consistent with loss of SHG signal. �f� Orien
aster than in others and is associated with increased levels of disorde
atio data and SHG indices of disorder were analyzed using

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064019-
regression analysis; results are shown in Fig. 4�c�. Significant
correlations were found between the mean aspect ratio and
each disorder index �p�0.001�. Additional statistical analy-
ses were done to analyze the relationships among the indices
of disorder and SHG intensity; data are shown in Fig. 5. Re-
gression analysis showed that SHG intensity was inversely
correlated with all of the indices of disorder 
Figs. 4�a�–4�c��;
regression ANOVA showed that all correlations were highly
significant �p�0.0001�. Statistical analysis of residuals was
conducted for all correlations; no additional data transforms
were indicated. Analysis of the correlation between the two
independent indices of disorder, AI and NI, is shown in Fig.
4�d�. The relationship between the two parameters was linear
over much of the disorder spectrum; however, the best-fit
curve was a second-order polynomial when data for high lev-
els of disorder were included.

3.3 Intervertebral Disk Injury
We have previously reported that we could observe differ-
ences between SHG scans of control disks and scans of disks
subjected for one week to in vivo loading.27 In the present
study, we sought to determine if we could quantify these dif-
ferences and, further, if such differences could be correlated

n SHG data in rat tail tendon fascicles exposed to 58 °C heat. �a� SHG
ip of fascicle even though fibril bundles are beginning to fan out. �b�
t the fascicle tips and sides. �c� Orientation map: note that disruptions
er. �d� SHG intensity, 20-min heating: note how SHG intensity is now
in to separate. �e� SHG disorder map, 20-min heating: disorder is
ap: note that loss of parallel alignment occurs in some fibril bundles
anges i
very t
only a

e disord
les beg

tation m
with other measures of disk structure and function. We ob-
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ained disk sections prepared from tissue blocks available
rom studies of in vivo disk loading performed by one of us
reviously,25 in which compressive loading was compared
ith tensile loading. Five samples were obtained from each
roup. The samples analyzed were midsagittal sections, a cut-
ing plane that allows visualization of all of the main struc-
ural features in one section. The geometry of the disk com-
onents in a midsagittal section is illustrated in Fig. 6. The
omplex comprising the vertebral body, end plate, rings, and
ucleus pulposus is sometimes referred to as the “spinal mo-
ion segment” to denote the structural or functional interplay
etween these diverse components. All of the components in

ig. 4 Correlations between morphometry and SHG indices of disord
t 58 °C. Photomicrographs of regions of fascicle 100 �m in diamet
nalyzed: the value for distance refers to the distance from the top of th
SD for the aspect ratio are shown; each group was significantly diff

can of the same region of fascicle subjected to morphometry. ��b�-1�
he tip. ��b�-2� ANI values from the same scan: disorder increases as th
alues for the aspect ratio and each of the disorder indices for the len
or each region of the fascicle correlations between the aspect ra
p�0.001�.
his region, with the exception of the nucleus pulposus, gen-

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064019-
erate strong SHG signal. The ability of SHG scanning to pro-
vide highly detailed images of a structurally complex
region—with no exogenous dyes or contrast material—is
demonstrated in the SHG intensity scan in Fig. 7. This scan
was extended beyond the “motion segment” to include periph-
eral supporting tissues, such as muscles, ligaments, fascia, and
skin. Although in this study, we confine our analysis to struc-
tural changes in the lamellar rings �the region indicated by the
white rectangle�, other regions may play an equally important
role in the mechanisms of injury and repair. One such region
is the interface between the cartilage end plate, the lamellar
rings, and the vertebral body; we have successfully analyzed

ean aspect ratio values of a fascicle subjected to heating for 20 min
binarized and analyzed as described in the text. Four regions were
scan. The top of the scan is furthest from the fascicle tip. Mean values
om the others by ANOVA �p�0.001�. �b� Selected data from a SHG
tensity values are highest at the start of the scan and decrease nearer
approaches the tip. �c� These three panels show correlations between
he scan. Correlations were examined using linear regression analysis.

the corresponding SHG index of disorder were highly significant
er. �a� M
er were
e SHG
erent fr
SHG in
e scan
gth of t
tio and
structural organization and levels of disorder in this region
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sing the methods described �data not shown�.
As described by us earlier, disk loading at 1 MPa for one

eek resulted in deformation of normal ring architecture and
ualitative changes in SHG image maps.27 In the present
tudy, we also see marked changes in SHG scans of the an-
ulus fibrosus from disks subjected to compressive or tensile
oading as compared with control disks, as well as differences
etween tensile and compressive loading. As shown in Fig. 8,
ompressive loading results in marked deformation of the
ings and decreased disk height. Values for disorder �ANI�
ere obtained in regions measuring 50�50 pixels; selected
alues are shown on the disorder maps in Figs. 8�b� and 8�d�.
egional disorder values for control disks never exceeded
.5%. In contrast, values for ANI in loaded disks reached
alues of 20 to 25%. Disorder in loaded disks had a strikingly
eterogeneous pattern. Figure 8�d� shows a disk subjected to
ompressive loading characterized by high disorder values in
he upper half of the disk; regions in the lower half are much
ower. Compressive loading resulted in significantly higher
isorder values than tensile loading. Both load and location
ignificantly affected disorder values in the disks. The highest
alues for disorder were seen in the upper half of disks sub-
ected to compressive loading, with a mean value of 17%.
ensile loading produced slightly greater disorder in the lower
alf of the disk, but the difference between the upper and
ower halves was not significant. Values for ANI for all of the
roups, as well as statistical analysis by ANOVA, are summa-
ized in Fig. 9. Although signal intensity was, in general, in-
ersely correlated with disorder, correlations may be absent
or several reasons: �a� values for disorder and intensity that
re close to median values may fail to show a clear inverse
orrelation; �b� color scaling in architecturally complex tis-
ues may fail to show subtle differences in some regions; �c�
omponents in a specific region may affect signal intensity but
ot orientation.

We performed histomorphometric analyses of the sections
ubjected to SHG scanning. Typical results from our proce-
ure for generating binary images from grayscale, 40� pho-

able 2 Aspect ratio values and disorder indices in heated rat tail
endon.a

istancec Aspect Ratiob ANI NI AI

–150 0.37±0.021 0.123±0.025 1.39±0.23 0.14±0.05

51–250 0.60±0.03 0.166±0.320 1.81±0.31 0.20±0.06

51–350 0.74±0.03 0.247±0.023 2.44±0.23 0.36±0.06

51–500 0.93±0.02 0.264±0.019 2.54±0.25 0.40±0.05

ontrol 0.19±0.02 0.004±0.001 0.01±0.01 0.003±0.00

Aspect ratios were determined by morphometric analysis of photomicrographs
f fascicles subjected to heating. Values for SHG-derived disorder indices were
btained from a scan of the same sample. Values obtained for control fascicle
re shown for comparison.
Values represent mean±SD; n=3 for each region of the fascicle.
Distance refers to the distance in microns from the origin of the scan: the scan
as performed along the axial orientation of the fibril, with the origin located
00 �m from the tip. Disorder increases nearer the tip. The disorder indices
epresent mean values for scan regions measuring 100�150 pixels.
omicrographs of disk samples are shown in Fig. 10. Proce-

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064019-
dures for determining the mean intercept length in these
binary images were described in Sec. 2. To enhance contrast,
we used a polarizing lens. We selected 4 to 5 circular regions
of the disk from the inner, middle, and outer rings, each ap-
proximately 50 �m in diameter, for analysis �Fig. 11�. Al-
though methods for image preparation had by far the greatest
effect on aspect ratio determination, we also considered
whether or not other factors might have an effect. As de-
scribed in Sec. 2, we analyzed the effects of the number of
rotations and the number of grid lines on MIL determination.
The number of rotations had a small effect—slightly different
results were obtained if only 8 rotations were used or if more
than 16 were used—but these differences were not enough to
affect discrimination between groups. These results are con-
sistent with the report by Hipp et al.29

We performed regression analysis to determine if correla-
tions existed between SHG indices of disorder and the aspect
ratios obtained from morphometric analysis. We found a
highly significant correlation �p�0.001� between values for
ANI and for the aspect ratio obtained in the same sample
region �Fig. 10�. Our morphometric data are consistent with
previously reported data from these models.25

4 Discussion
In this paper, we describe a novel method for quantifying
structural disorder in collagenous tissues using data obtained
from PM-SHG scanning. Our algorithm allows us to quantify
the magnitude of the disorder and to classify the pattern of
disorder. We have validated our method by conducting de-
tailed correlative studies in rat tail tendon fascicles subjected
to controlled heating: we found that SHG-derived indices of
disorder are significantly correlated with morphometric analy-
ses of disorder. We have also shown that our method can be
used to study pathological changes in complex tissues, such as
intervertebral disks subjected to loading. Our study raises sev-
eral important questions. First, what is the physical meaning
of disorder, as determined with our method, in a given
sample? Second, does the ability to quantify disorder in col-
lagenous matrices have broader implications—beyond identi-
fying pathophysiological changes—for understanding biologi-
cal systems? Third, does our method have advantages over
techniques currently being used to measure disorder? Fourth,
what distinguishes our method from techniques described by
other groups working with PM-SHG imaging? We address
these issues below.

To draw inferences concerning the physical meaning of
disorder in a given sample, such as the length scale, we need
to know how the tissue is organized, particularly with respect
to the size of its component structures. The fundamental unit
of organization in all fibrillar collagen matrices is considered
to be the microfibril, a structure consisting of five adjacent
collagen molecules offset from each other by one-quarter of
their length. Only recently have definitive crystallographic
data been published detailing the packing structure of col-
lagen molecules within the microfibril as well as the relation-
ship between adjacent microfibrils.30 The microfibril, approxi-
mately 300-nm long and 7 nm in diameter, consists of five
staggered, pleated collagen molecules with a right-handed su-
pertwist. Neighboring microfibrils are physically connected to

each other through interdigitation of their nonhelical C- and
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-terminal extensions. Microfibrils tend to form lateral asso-
iations during fibrillogenesis, resulting in the formation of
iscrete bundles up to 70 nm in diameter that are often, but
ot invariably, referred to as fibrils. In each tissue, fibrils tend
o have a characteristic size; fibril diameter is closely regu-
ated by environmental conditions as well as by other compo-
ents present in the extracellular matrix, particuliarly decorin.
issues vary considerably in structural complexity. Some tis-
ues are characterized by two or three hierarchical levels of
rganization, at progressively larger scales, beyond the fibril,
s exemplified by rat tail tendon. In tendon, the lateral aggre-
ation of microfibrils produces discrete bundles, approxi-
ately 30 nm in diameter, termed subfibrils. The subfibrils

re organized into larger bundles called fibrils, approximately
00 nm in diameter. Fibrils, separated from each other by

ig. 5 Correlations among indices of disorder in heated rat tail fascicl
ascicles heated for varying amounts of time at temperatures from 56
nd intensity were investigated using linear and nonlinear regression
hown in panels �a� to �d�. �a� AI versus SHG intensity. �b� NI versu
etween these independent variables remains linear over the range o
ascial layers are organized into larger structures called fas-

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064019-1
cicles �50 to 500 �m�; several fascicles, encased within fas-
cia, form a single tendon.

We can interpret disorder data obtained from heated tail
tendon in relation to these organizational structures. Figure 12
summarizes the pertinent data obtained from control and dis-
ordered tail tendon: note that only small sections of the scans
are shown so that individual pixels can be clearly seen. In
each scan, the tendon sample is placed on the slide such that
its axial orientation is parallel to the y axis. Each pixel repre-
sents an area of 1�1 �m.

The panels in the first row of Fig. 12 show data from a
normal tendon. As we would expect, SHG signal is high 
Fig.
12�a��, mean orientation angles for each pixel are parallel to
the axial orientation of the tendon, and also to each other 
Fig.

es for AI, NI, ANI, and SHG intensity were obtained from analyses of
C. Correlations among the indices of disorder and between disorder
fit curves and regression coefficients for representative analyses are
intensity. �c� ANI versus SHG intensity. �d� AI versus NI: correlation
er detectable in biological samples.
e. Valu
to 58 °
. Best-

s SHG
f disord
12�b��, and the disorder index in the region is extremely low
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Fig. 12�c��. Figure 12�d� shows a schematic representation of
the structural integrity of the components likely to be found
within the area of a single pixel. In a 1�1-�m pixel, we
might scan across 1 to 3 fibrils; the length of the fibrils, how-
ever, most likely extends through the entire sample. Figure
12�d� shows that for each pixel the fibrils lie parallel to each
other and there is no evidence of disruption in the subfibrillar
components.

Figure 12’s second row presents analogous scan data ob-
tained from a tendon subjected to brief heating. The SHG
signal 
Fig. 12�e�� is detectable in all pixels, but values are
lower than for the control tendon. The mean orientation angle

Fig. 12�f�� in many pixels deviates from the axial direction of
the fascicle; angles in some adjacent pixels are not parallel.
The mean disorder index for the 20�20-�m scan region is
12% 
Fig. 12�g��. At what level of organization has the disor-
der occurred in this sample? If disorder had occurred at the
level of the microfibril, then by definition it would no longer
be energetically favorable for the collagen molecules to re-
main aligned in their quarter-stagger conformation. They will
become randomly oriented with respect to each other, result-
ing in destructive interference and loss of SHG signal. This
outcome is not consistent with the data shown in Fig. 12�d�:
all of the pixels in the region have a detectable signal. Could
partial disassembly of the microfibrils occur? This seems
unlikely—the interdigitation of the microfibrils would tend to
prevent isolated loss of microfibril integrity. More signifi-
cantly, although the decreased SHG signal could result from

agittal plane is often used as the cutting plane for analyzing interver-
r lamellar rings and the nucleus pulposus. �a� Schematic view of how
he section on the disk and the incident laser light present a complex
inner rings.
ig. 6 Geometry of the intervertebral disk at the midsagittal plane. The mids
ebral disks, as it provides visualization of the major structures: inner and oute
he section plane cuts through the middle of the disk. �b� Cutaway view. �c� T
eometrical interface. Legend: NP—nucleus pulposus, OR—outer rings, IR—
ig. 7 Polarization-modulated SHG imaging of intervertebral disk and
ssociated structures. SHG intensity map of the disk section showing
ll of the structural components in the “spinal motion segment”—the
ntervertebral disk and associated structures—except the nucleus pul-
osus. Additional structural components including muscles, liga-
ents, and skin are also shown. Note that the structures can be clearly
istinguished from each other; the signal has not been processed and
hows excellent signal-to-noise ratio. Legend: NP—nucleus pulposus,
R—inner rings, OR—outer rings, EP—cartilage endplate,
partial loss of microfibril structures, the change in the orien-
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ation angle of individual pixels cannot result from their loss.
ny collagen molecules freed from the lattice would become

andomly oriented with respect to each other and would not
hange the pixel orientation angle. Similar arguments apply to
ostulating that disorder occurs at the level of subfibril orga-
ization. Significant loss of subfibril structures would likely
esult in loss of the SHG signal, which we do not observe in
his sample. The presence of some disaggregated subfibrils
ould result in decreased SHG signal, consistent with our ob-
ervations. However, this phenomenon could not account for
he large deviations in the mean orientation angle observed in

any pixels. To produce a change in the detected orientation
ngle for a given pixel, a relatively large number of the dis-

ig. 8 Comparison of SHG imaging in control and loaded disks. Effec
re clearly shown. �a� Control disk, SHG intensity. �b� Control disk, d
hown. �c� Disk subjected to compressive loading, SHG intensity; a
eight. �d� Compressed disk, disorder map. Note that disorder is pre
orresponds to low intensity. Typical values for �ANI� in 25-� -25 pix
ggregated microfibrils would have to simultaneously alter

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064019-1
their orientation �relative to the axial orientation of the fas-
cicle� in the same direction. This is not a credible outcome of
thermal denaturation. It is more likely that any disaggregated
microfibrils would become randomly oriented with respect to
each other; the net effect of these microfibrils on the mean
orientation angle of the microfibrils that remained aggregated
would be negligible, and we would see no effect on the pixel’s
mean orientation angle. The only structural change consistent
with our scan data would be disorder at the level of the fibrils
such that they no longer lie straight—and/or parallel to each
other—within the fascicle. This conformational change could
result in significant changes in the mean orientation angle for
a given pixel �relative to the fascicle orientation� as well as

ompressive loading on structural organization in the annulus fibrosus
map. Representative values for disorder in 25�25 pixel regions are
ows region of ring deformation �arrow� associated with loss of ring
antly located in the upper half of the disk; high disorder in general
ons in this area are 17 to 23%.
ts of c
isorder

rrow sh
domin
different orientation angles in adjacent pixels, because only
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ne or two fibrils are likely to pass through any given pixel.
he associated decrease in SHG signal could be a result of the
ltered fibril orientation �as there is less contribution from
djacent structures to signal magnitude� and/or partial disrup-
ion of microfibrils. This conclusion is summarized in the
chematic shown in Fig. 12�d�: the most likely disruption oc-
urs primarily at the level of fibril organization.

The third row in Fig. 12 presents data from a region of
eated tendon characterized by high disorder. The SHG signal

ig. 9 Comparison of disorder in different regions of control and
oaded disk. Values for disorder indices obtained by SHG scanning of
ontrol and loaded disks �n=5 for each group� were analyzed by
NOVA. Fischer’s PLSD was used for post hoc analysis. Values for

ANI� were obtained from regions of 25�25 pixels. Disorder is ex-
ressed as a percent age of maximum disorder. There were three
roups �control, flexion, tension� and four regions analyzed �upper
nner, upper outer, lower inner, lower outer�. Legend: Bars with differ-
ng superscripts are significantly different from each other �p�0.05�.

ig. 10 Morphometric analysis of disorder in disk. Photomicrograph
f unstained intervertebral disk used for histomorphometric analysis of
isorder using MIL analysis, as described in the text. �a� Photomicro-
raph, 40�, of lamellar rings of control disk. A 50-� -50-�m circular
egion �arrow� is used for analysis. �b� The circular region is converted

o a binary image.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064019-1
is significantly lower throughout the scan than it was in the
moderately disordered sample, in addition, almost half of the
pixels are below detectable levels, as is clearly seen in Fig.
12�f�. The mean orientation angles in pixels with detectable
signal show marked deviation from the axial orientation of the
fascicle. These data suggest that disorder is occurring at two
different levels of structural organization. In pixels with de-
tectable SHG signal and deviation of the orientation angle,
disorder is likely occurring at the fibril level, for the reasons
described above. Only disruption of the fibril structure as a
whole could produce such marked changes in the mean ori-
entation angle seen in many of the pixels. However, in pixels
with no SHG signal �but which correspond to regions where
tissue is present, as confirmed by light microscopy�, disorder
is likely occurring at the microfibril or subfibril level of orga-
nization. As described above, this type of disruption would
result in destructive interference and complete loss of signal.
Figure 12�l� shows these two types of disorder schematically:
disruption of fibril relationships and disaggregation of fibril
subcomponents in approximately half of the scan region. This
interpretation of the physical meaning of disorder in rat tail
tendon subjected to heat is consistent with a very recent study
by Chen et al.31 on the effects of thermal denaturation on rat
tail tendon structure. They observed that the earliest changes
occurred at the level of fibril organization. The changes con-
sisted of transverse breaks or tears, causing regions of the
fibril to become twisted. This change was associated with
some decrease in SHG signal magnitude. They attributed this
phenomenon to the presence of regions within tendon that are
particularly vulnerable to thermal effects. Later changes con-
sisted of global loss of SHG signal, which they attributed to
thermal denaturation. In summary, the length scale of disorder

Fig. 11 Correlation between aspect ratio and disorder index. Values
for aspect ratios were obtained in the same sections used for disorder
analysis based on SHG scanning. Four to five circular regions, 50 �m
in diameter, were obtained for each computation. Mean values for the
groups were used for determining correlations. Correlations between
these two measures of disorder were assessed by regression analysis.
Linear regression analysis showed there was a highly significant cor-
relation between the parameters �p�0.001�.
can be inferred from the data by considering the size of the
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rganizational structures within the sample in relation to pixel
rea.

The ability to quantify disorder in collagenous tissues may
lso contribute to a deeper understanding of the role of col-
agenous lattices in biological systems. Order-disorder transi-
ions in physical systems represent a fundamental problem of
nterest in statistical mechanics. In a crystalline lattice, order
an be assumed to represent the net effects of the interactions
etween nearest neighbors, as expressed by the Ising model
nd its more generalized form, the Potts model. Although
hese models were developed to analyze spin interactions be-
ween particles, their use has been extended to analyze states
f complex biological systems.32–34 Collagenous matrices are
articularly suited to such analytical methods, as they possess
any of the attributes of a crystalline lattice.35 The remark-

ig. 12 Structural correlates of disorder in heated rat tail tendon. Sma
eated fascicles. Each pixel represents a 1�1-�m region of tissue.
oderately disordered sample �heated at 58 °C for 10 min�, and the t

ach row, the first panel shows SHG intensity, the second panel shows
he tissue structures present in a typical pixel within the scanned regi
rientation in the control tendon is parallel. �c� Disorder in the cont
arallel and undamaged. �e� SHG intensity in moderate disorder is dec
hows regions of nonparallel alignment. �g� Disorder index shows me
hat are no longer parallel but whose components are not damaged.
etectable signal. �j� Fibril orientation shows loss of parallel orientatio
ixels with signal� is 21%. �l� In a typical pixel, two fibrils are distor
rganization. Legend: Col—collagen molecules, MF—microfibrils, SF
ble strength of collagenous tissues depends on properties re-

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064019-1
sulting from its supramolecular organization, such as inter-
digitation of microfibrils, supertwist conformation, secondary
twisting produced by covalent crosslinking, and others, over
the region of required structural functioning, not the proper-
ties of the individual molecules. Thus, a small amount of dis-
order may produce a disproportionately large decrement in
function if lattice continuity or strength is sufficiently dis-
rupted in key locations. Very recent studies suggest that these
“crystalline” attributes of collagen may be more dynamic than
was originally postulated. Gutsmann et al.36 have presented
data suggesting that collagen fibrils are best modeled as hol-
low tubes rather than as solid rods and that the molecules
within the tube may flow from one region to another in re-
sponse to physical perturbations. The ability of our analytical
method to assess small, local changes in lattice structure may

ns, 20�20 pixels, were selected from PM-SHG scans of control and
rst row shows data from a control sample; the second row from a
w from a severely disordered sample �heated at 58 °C for 40 min�. In
rientation, the third panel shows disorder, and the fourth panel shows
SHG intensity in the control tendon shows a strong signal. �b� Fibril

don is less than 1%. �d� A typical pixel contains two fibrils that are
but detectable in all pixels. �f� Fibril orientation in moderate disorder

e is 12%. �h� A typical pixel in moderate disorder contains two fibrils
in severe disorder is markedly diminished and some pixels have no

loss of signal. �k� Disorder map shows that the mean value �for those
d torn and may include damaged fibril components at each level of
brils.
ll regio
The fi

hird ro
fibril o
on. �a�
rol ten
reased

an valu
�i� SHG
n and
ted an
—subfi
be well-suited to studying interactions between the matrix and
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ts environment from the perspective of this new structural
odel of collagen. The ability of the collagen lattice to trans-
it information within a biological organism has been a topic

f recurring interest, particularly in relation to inflammatory
esponse, would healing, bone repair, fibrosis, tumorigenesis,
nd other pathological conditions. Of particular interest are
tudies suggesting that conformational changes within the lat-
ice structure itself may allow signalling via piezoelectricity.37

isruptions in lattice continuity represent a common event in
any pathological processes, including mechanical trauma

as in our disk model�, stochastic perturbations �as in our
eat-treated fascicles�, tissue repair and regeneration, and
eoplastic invasion. We are currently conducting studies in
hich we are applying our method to some of these other
athological processes.

There are surprisingly few methods designed to measure
isorder in complex biological systems such as tissues. The
ost commonly used approach is the method of directed se-

ants, originally described by Saltikov in 1958.38 A significant
odification, developed by Whitehouse,28 is known as the the
ean intercept length �MIL� method. An object is analyzed by

btaining an image of it and converting the image to a binary
orm. It is a form of topological analysis designed to deter-
ine if a predominant orientation of the image components

xists. This method continues to be used widely in many dif-
erent applications, as described by Stroeven et al.,39 includ-
ng biomedical image analysis.40–45 Pattern isotropy is not, of
ourse, synonymous with disorder, and there are many cases
here this approach will yield misleading results. For ex-

mple, an intervertebral disk sectioned along the posterior
agittal plane will transect several adjacent lamellar rings.

orphometric analysis of such a section using MIL determi-
ation shows a high level of pattern isotropy, with an aspect
atio over 0.9 �unpublished data�; the tissue is, in fact, highly
rdered. Image analysis in the MIL method requires replicable
ethods for thresholding and binarization of images, a pro-

ess that has inherent problems in standardization.46 Disorder
n tissues is also assessed using indirect methods that rely on
he presence of correlative phenomena known to be associated
ith disorganization. Examples include the Thompson scale

or measuring degenerative changes in intervertebral disks
nd the Mankin scale for measuring changes in cartilage.47

uch “semiquantitative” scoring systems are limited in sev-
ral respects: most of the markers are unrelated to organiza-
ion of the matrix, observer bias is difficult to avoid, and the
coring system provides only three or four scoring levels. All
f these methods require destruction of the tissue and require
ong preparation steps. All have significant confounding vari-
bles. SHG-derived analysis of disorder offers significant ad-
antages over these methods.

The possibility of using PM-SHG scanning to assess dis-
rder in macromolecular arrays was first suggested by Roth
nd Freund.9 In a detailed study of age-associated changes in
he ratio of the hyperpolarizability tensor elements in rat tail
endon collagen, they found that this ratio decreased with age.
hey noted that SHG polarization measurements are sensitive

o “the degree and kind of molecular order.” In several elegant
tudies, Webb and coworkers have also raised the possibility
f using SHG imaging to examine structural features, includ-
ng the degree of disorganization, in collagenous matrices.2,48
ecently, they reported on a detailed study of the ratio of

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064019-1
forward-scattering to backscattering SHG in fascicles from
young and old rats; their data provide further evidence that
fascicles may exist as “hollow tubes” rather than as “solid
rods.”36 Although these workers raised the issue of studying
disorganization with SHG imaging, they did not describe spe-
cific methods for doing so.

Other investigators have reported on applications of SHG
polarimetry. Yasui et al.49,50 mapped the orientation of col-
lagen fibrils in cadaveric skin, using a backscattered geom-
etry. Polarization angle was rotated by mechanical rotation of
a half-wave plate. The authors describe a value they refer to
as “polarization anisotropy” �PA� that they describe as a mea-
surement of organization: it represents the ratio of SHG inten-
sity obtained at orthogonal orientations averaged over the en-
tire scan. They conclude that tissues such as reticular dermis
contain progressively “entangled” fibers, in contrast to tissues
such as Achilles tendon. PA appears to be a measurement of
structural organization at a more macroscopic tissue level than
the level of fibrillar organization associated with functional
properties of the matrix. Applegate et al.51 describe a similar
approach for assessing organization in biological samples,
based on the ratio of SHG intensities at orthogonal polariza-
tion angles. This study represents a somewhat different imag-
ing method, in that SHG is combined with optical coherence
tomography. Data are presented for collagen orientation in
fish scales. In neither of these studies are the anisotropy pa-
rameters correlated with other measures of disorder. Further, it
is unclear at what scale of organization order or disorder will
be represented. Theodossiou et al.52 used SHG intensity mea-
surements to track thermal denaturation in collagen samples;
fluorescence was detected concomitantly. The incident laser
beam was not polarized. The authors state that this approach
has direct clinical implications, in that the ability to detect
phase transitions can be used to direct laser ablative proce-
dures, and thus prevent thermal damage to the surrounding
tissue. Although this method is certainly identifies the final
stage of tissue disorganization, it does not appear to provide
insight into initial and intermediate states of disorganization
in tissues.

Several additional methods have been described for infer-
ring structural information from SHG scanning. Cox et al.
have presented data purporting to use SHG to discriminate
between genetically distinct fibrillar collagens; these data are
based on properties characteristic of arrays of these collagens,
such as fibrillar diameter, rather than on specific differences in
primary structure.53,54 In analysis of several pathological con-
ditions, we did not find these criteria sufficient to discriminate
reliably among types I, II, and III. More recently, Cox et al.54

have addressed issues such as colocalization of SHG with
fluorescence signal and identification of collagen degradation
in pathological conditions. Plotnikov et al.55 have reported on
a method for analyzing sarcomere periodicity using fast Fou-
rier transformation analyses of 15�15-�m regions. Data are
expressed as a frequency distribution of sarcomere period
length; the authors suggest that these spatial frequencies can
be used for quantitative comparisons. This method could po-
tentially be used to analyze disorder. Boulesteix et al.56 de-
scribe a method for analyzing the SHG signal from sarcom-
eres that achieves a computed resolution of 20 nm. They used
a 0.9 NA, 60� objective to achieve a spatial resolution of

0.45�2 �m, which was used to visualize sarcomeres within
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iving myocytes exposed to a paralytic toxin capable of induc-
ng sarcomere contracture. Both of these approaches appear to
e specific for analyzing changes in myosin.

Finally, we consider the rationale for our signal analysis
ethod in the context of the many new developments in sig-

al processing. Our goal was to develop a scalable analytical
ethod capable of �1� detecting disorder that corresponded to

isruption of matrix stability, �2� identifying small regions of
isorder within large ordered areas, �3� discriminating among
ifferent patterns of disorder, �4� providing quantitative infor-
ation about disorder so that real-time changes could be

racked. These features seemed to be particularly desirable in
nalyzing effects of aging, certain diseases, trauma, and tissue
ngineering strategies on tissue response. To our knowledge,
o available method offered all of these features. In develop-
ng our own algorithm, we identified two independent param-
ters associated with disorder—a feature that allows us to
nalyze patterns of disorder by looking at changes in the ra-
ios of these parameters. These features are not available in

ethods that rely on, for example, the comparison of SHG
ntensity at two orthogonal polarization angles.

Our analytical method does not address changes occurring
t higher levels of matrix organization, unless such changes
irectly affect normal fibril alignment. Disks subjected to
oading, for example, had regions where the borders of the
amellar rings appeared undulant. We could detect disorder in
hese regions if it was associated with derangements in fibril-
ar alignment; however, such macroscopic changes were also
bserved to occur in the absence of disorder as we defined it.
lthough these phenomena are readily observed in our orien-

ation maps, these changes are not quantified by our disorder
lgorithm. We explored a number of data analysis methods
apable of detecting disorder at this higher level of structural
rganization. Texture analysis seeks to define texture features
n image data using co-occurrence matrices or application of

athematical filters.57 Moment invariant analysis of images
an be accomplished through any of several techniques, such
s Gabor filters,58 and represents another approach for dis-
riminating between normal and abnormal tissues. A wide
ange of image morphometry techniques are available such as
ilation, erosion, segmentation, watershed, digital skeleton-
zation, and so forth. Sometimes these methods are used for
onverting grayscale images to binary images for automated
rocessing; however, they may be used as stand-alone meth-
ds to enhance certain features of scan data.57,59 A novel
ayesian segmentation technique has been described for seg-
entation of microscopic nuclear magnetic resonance data for

ccurate classification.60 Ultimately, we found that quantita-
ive analysis of structural changes at higher levels of organi-
ation are most effectively handled using wavelet decomposi-
ion, a technique that can be applied to the same SHG data
ets analyzed by our current algorithm. We have presented a
reliminary report of our findings and are currently develop-
ng an integrated analytical system that incorporates both

ethods.

Conclusion
e have shown that we can use PM-SHG imaging to obtain

uantitative information about the magnitude and the pattern

f structural disorder in biological tissues, even those with

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064019-1
complex geometry containing mixtures of collagen types as
well as other matrix components. We have validated our ana-
lytical method through detailed correlations between SHG-
based data and conventional morphometric analysis in two
tissue models of disorder: �1� heat-induced disruption of fas-
cicle and �2� load injury in intervertebral disks. Our studies
suggest that the ability to detect very mild disorder, including
transient changes, may be of particular value in identifying
pathological disturbances at a stage when they may still be
reversible.
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